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Abstract

As one important experiment in the social or user-generated classification of online cultural heritage resources collections, art museums are leading the effort to elicit keyword descriptions of artwork images from online museum visitors. The motivations for having online viewers—presumably largely non-art-specialists—describe art images are (a) to generate keywords for image and object records in museum information retrieval systems in a cost-effective way and (b) to engage online visitors with the artworks and with each other by inviting visitors to express themselves and share their descriptions of artworks. This paper explores the question of how effective non-specialist art keyworders can be in capturing (“tagging”) potentially useful concepts and terms for use in art information retrieval systems. To do this, the paper compares evidence from art museum visitor studies which describe how non-specialist art viewers react to and describe artworks and use museum-supplied information in their initial encounters with artworks. A theoretical model of artwork interpretation derived from art museum visitor research provides a framework with which to examine both the activity and the products of artwork tagging for image and information retrieval.

1. Introduction

As one important experiment in the social or user-generated classification of online cultural heritage resources collections, art museums are leading the effort to elicit keyword descriptions of artwork images from online museum visitors. These experiments are part of art museums’ Web-based outreach to an increasing diversity of museum visitors and information seekers. Current
prototype keyword collection interfaces are being tested by, among others, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Guggenheim Museum, and the Cleveland Museum of Art.

The motivations for having online viewers—presumably largely non-art-specialists—describe art images are (a) to generate keywords for image and object records in museum information retrieval systems in a cost-effective way and (b) to engage online visitors with the artworks and with each other by inviting visitors to express themselves and share their descriptions of artworks. Art museums focus on eliciting terms for “subjects” in artworks, that is, pictured people, objects, events and actions, locations, and simple moods or emotions, since these are not normally captured in traditional artwork description in museum object records. The assumption is that pictorial and emotional subject description, particularly phrased in non-specialist terminology, is especially useful and appealing for generalist system users to access artwork images and information. An example from the Cleveland Museum of Art’s term collection interface suggest terms like *man, portrait, formal, American,* and *wig* for an 18th-century portrait of a gentleman (from Bearman and Trant, 2005, fig. 1).

This paper explores the question of how effective non-specialist art keyworders can be in capturing (“tagging”) potentially useful concepts and terms for use in art information retrieval systems. To do this, the paper compares evidence from art museum visitor studies which describe how non-specialist art viewers react to and describe artworks and use museum-supplied information in their initial engagement with artworks. This research provides a framework with which to examine both the activity and the products of artwork tagging for image and information retrieval.

2. Background: Art Museum Documentation for Non-Specialist Information Access

Stimulated by new Web technologies and the promised access to rich art object information, images, and thematic exhibitions, non-specialist art audiences are challenging art museums to create new avenues of access and new ways of presenting art concepts and vocabularies. Museums serve 21st-century visitors and learners of great variety in ages, economic means, ethnic and racial backgrounds, multilingual abilities, learning styles, and world views (Institute for Museum and Library Services, 1999). As museum system audiences change from primarily specialist users (curatorial and academic) to a more diverse mix of audiences, and as attendees to
art museums now include online as well as in-house visitors, designing new approaches to accessing museum content to appeal to and be meaningful to this variety of learners is essential. (In recognition of the growing role of art museum websites to attract large audiences, the term “museum visitor” will be used in this paper to encompass both online and in-house visitors. The term “non-specialist” will be used here to indicate general art museum visitors who are engaged in leisure learning rather than research or study tasks for academic work or school assignments.)

2.1 Subject indexing in art museum documentation

General art museum visitors’ expectations of extensive descriptive and interpretive artwork information are not often matched by the current reality of art museum systems’ documentation content, however. What has been called “label copy” forms the core descriptive formula of factual identification information about art objects in museum information systems. It provides creator, title, date, medium, measurements, credit lines, and object number within the museum (Seren, Donohue, and Underwood, 2001, p. 31). However, label copy does not contain subject or thematic descriptions or contextual material for the objects (other than that embedded in some artwork titles). Only a handful of art museums worldwide offer extensive artwork “subject” searching specifically, that is, keyword access through a website browser or in-house system to persons, events, locations, and objects depicted in individual artworks or to abstract themes, narratives, styles, or historic contexts that are either unique to single artworks or tie together sets of artworks. However, these search systems often rely more on free-text keyword searching of image captions than on fielded subject vocabularies, thus, retrieval consistency is a problem.

The practice of art object and image subject indexing in art museums is still very limited, partly because of the limited guidelines on analyzing and describing subjects of artworks for retrieval systems (White, 2002). Also, curatorial opinions sometimes vary on what descriptive terms to use to capture subject themes (Gilchrest, 2003, pp. 14-15). More than anything, the lack of extensive subject indexing is hampered by a lack of knowledge about how useful this is to end users. We do have some evidence that art viewers want subject access to artworks in publicly available print and digital image collections (Frost, Taylor, Noakes, Markel, Torres, and Drabenstott, 2000; Gordon, 1996; Hourihane, 1996). However, we have little information on the specific types of subjects requested by non-art-specialist searchers in particular. The assumption is that general art museum information system users would desire such access.
2.2 Specialized art vocabularies

A number of writers on cultural heritage information point out that art and museum terminology for both subject and object description may baffle non-specialists and hinder information seeking in museum texts and information systems (see, e.g., Dunn, 2000, section 4; Janney and Sledge, 1995, section 5; and Zorich, 1997, pp. 186-188). Non-specialists may not use terms in comments or questions that match what experts use. As Gilliland-Swatland and White put it, “descriptions of museum objects…may be written for curators and scholars, and the words preferred by experts might not jibe with words used and understood by others seeking information and images” (Gilliland-Swatland and White, 2004, p. 26).

2.3 Testbed collections and user studies

Lastly, there is a lack of test collections for research on users, because so few art museum or other online art image and information systems are cataloged and indexed fully. Art object description practices and knowledge organization tools simply have not been tested among general museum audiences seeking art information. The lack of subject indexing, in particular, thwarts the opportunities to explore the apparent appetite that non-specialist audiences have for subject access to art objects and images and to test whether tools such as subject vocabularies and classification schemas can capture what non-specialists would like to know about artwork subjects.

Projects for viewer tagging in art museums seek to address all of these issues: to populate art object records with viewer-generated terms for searching, to research how non-specialists describe artworks in their own words—particularly for artwork “subjects” broadly defined—and to gauge the usefulness of tagging for general audience retrieval use.

3. Art Museum Tagging Research Projects

Viewer tagging in the art museum context is defined as a process “where ‘tags’ (user-supplied access points for works of art, or other information resources) are supplied by the general public (museums’ audience) in a common on-line environment and shared between them.” The resulting “socially constructed classification” system is a folksonomy (definitions from Trant, 2006, p. 85). Part of an experimental trend toward the “democratic indexing” of images (Brown,
Hidderley, Griffin, and Rollason, 1996), collaborative tagging of art images is phenomenon made possible and plausible by new technologies and also by new socio-technical communities, including participants in chats and listservs, through which museums respond to the participatory and social needs of museum visitors.

3.1 Motivations for artwork tagging: Conceptual access and vocabularies

Museum researchers see viewer tagging as creating new types of access to art images and information, because it generates search concepts and vocabularies from a non-specialist point of view. In describing the limits of current museum documentation, Trant and Wyman state that “neither the authored [museum exhibition mode] nor the database model [museum object records] of collections information fully supports museums’ goals to enable use and understanding of the objects in their care. Collections are available, but not necessarily accessible” (Trant and Wyman, 2006, p. 1).

Tagging is seen as one method of allowing non-specialists to overcome what Chun calls the “specialist discourse” and the use of specialized “idioms of art historical documentation” in the description practices of museum curators and registrars (Chun, Cherry, Hiwiller, Trant, and Wyman, 2006, section A1). Bearman and Trant argue that a “vernacular view of objects”—implying access to more easily grasped concepts in a more everyday vocabulary—is needed for non-specialist access to object records (Bearman and Trant, 2005, Objectives section). This vocabulary argument is related to the primary searching and access argument: that there is a “semantic gap” between specialists’ artwork descriptions in standard museum records and what non-specialists are familiar with that shuts out many information and image seekers. Invitations to volunteers to participate in tagging often cast the task as helping other general viewers by imagining what terms they themselves would use to search for an artwork in a database collection. For example, the Metropolitan Museum’s invitation urges taggers to apply “terms you would use if you were trying to find this image” (quoted in Trant and Wyman, 2006, p. 2).

3.2 Early results of current tagging projects

The primary objectives for current tagging projects in art museums are to create Web tagging interface prototypes, to develop research questions and agendas, and to test description and retrieval effectiveness with growing databases of viewer-tagged art object records. The most
detailed results of these projects to have been analyzed and made available are those from tagging experiments conducted in 2004-2005 with library staff, administrative staff, and volunteers at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. This series of experiments gathered terms from a total of 49 taggers for 45 different art objects. The tests gathered responses both on paper and in three types of online presentation interfaces (with and without basic descriptive “tombstone” information, and prompting for selected categories of terms; see Trant, 2006, pp. 87-101).

Early results of these keywording experiments indicate that non-curatorial art viewers provide—as they are encouraged to do—descriptions of obviously visible pictorial elements (e.g., nudes, girl in chair, meadow, calligraphy) and commonly recognized visual and abstract concepts (e.g., aerial topography, symbolism, classical mythology, poverty). A smaller number of keywords capture more complex or art-specific ideas (e.g., fête champêtre) and moods (e.g., melancholy, peaceful wilderness) (The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2005; see also Trant and Wyman, 2006, p. 2). Thus, volunteer taggers do provide many terms that are not in standard art object records in museum collection management systems. Eighty-eight percent of tagger terms were not already in the Metropolitan Museum’s object description system. Three-quarters of these terms were judged valid and “appropriate” to these artworks by museum’s Subject Cataloguing Committee (Trant, 2006, p. 97).

4. Empirical Evidence and Theoretical Constructs From Art Museum Visitor Studies Relevant to Artwork Tagging

To expand perspectives on these tagging projects in art museums, evidence from existing research on art museum visitors can provide relevant information on the concepts and vocabularies desired and used by non-specialist art viewers and on how viewers express themselves. The evidence presented here is culled from a meta-analysis of art museum visitor studies which examines what general adult audiences are interested in, how they browse in the galleries among artwork originals and their text information, and their uses and preferences for art information (Smith, 2006). The research analyzes the results of qualitative visitor studies conducted at 23 North American art museums and reported in 12 separate studies (including collections of sub-studies) involving several thousand museum visitor participants. This research focuses on in-house art museum visitors but has applicability to online visitors as well, because the content and organization of museum information systems are increasingly being designed to serve both physical and virtual museum sites.
In the following sections, we will look first at the empirical evidence and the resulting models of art museum visitor artwork interpretation and information use found in these studies, then relate them to the theory of iconographic interpretation of artwork subjects which underlies current existing library and information science (LIS) image interpretation research and subject indexing guidelines.


4.1 Levels of artwork interpretation and information use

Art museum visitor studies provide a picture of the visual observation and verbal description skills of non-specialist art viewers that have relevance to the skills and terminology choices of non-specialist taggers in describing artworks. The tendency of non-specialist art viewers to verbalize about and list out familiar and recognizable elements when first exploring artworks in order to understand them has been identified empirically in these studies and has also been identified in art education studies of aesthetic development (see, e.g., Housen, 1983). This indicates general empirical support for engaging taggers in what comes naturally to non-specialist viewers in the early stage of encountering artworks, particularly verbalizing about artworks based on initial reactions which draw on what is seen concretely in the works and on personal memories, associations, and emotions.

Art museum visitor studies describe inexperienced art viewers as beginning with a “reactive stance” which marks the start of the process of artwork interpretation. Their first impulse is to describe and list the elements of what they see. Starting with weak art-viewing skills and not knowing exactly what to look for, viewers zero in on obvious and concrete features of artworks, notably their subject matter of depicted objects, figures, events, and locations, those parts of the artworks that are most accessible based on everyday visual experience. Inexperienced viewers
prefer realistic works, that is, with easily recognizable and describable forms, over more abstract works. Because viewers lack a large vocabulary of art terms and concepts and have an undevolved sense of critical analysis, they have trouble discussing formal features such as compositions and qualities of space and light except in simple terms.

Because they lack a broader knowledge of art, inexperienced viewers rely first on their own emotions, memories, associations, and values in assessing works. They use “gut reactions” and often give artworks personal and idiosyncratic interpretations. They form of quick judgments about artworks, based on their personal reactions, for example, to the colors or how good or bad a work makes them feel, rather than based in critical analysis using supplied contextual information. They find it hard to explain their judgments very deeply, however, because they lack an analytical vocabulary and knowledge of the creative and cultural contexts of these artworks.

Theories of interpretation among novice art viewers developed by art educators also describe this early stage of encountering and describing artworks at a simple level. For example, in Housen’s 5-stage model of aesthetic development, Stage I Accountative interpretation is primarily reactive. Viewers’ artwork interpretations emerge from random observations of concrete aspects of the artwork and from personal experiences and associations. In Stage II Constructive interpretation, viewers try to build a framework for their understanding, actively comparing the artworks to what they know of the visual and functional world, hence their need for artwork realism to use in making these comparisons (Housen, 1983, 1987).

This first phase of artwork interpretation culminates with a growing awareness of other comparisons to be made beyond viewers’ own personal experiences and the need to refer to contextual information provided by the museum. Viewers seek brief synopses of artworks (most often in object wall labels) that include information on depicted stories and characters, symbolism and abstract themes, media and techniques, and the original creation contexts and functions of these works. These museum texts present viewers with art historical vocabulary terms which are often new to them. Viewers towards the end of this initial stage then begin to seek definitions of art vocabulary which they admit they lack. They practice terms by using “text echo,” the reading aloud of text passages among a group of visitors (first described by McManus, 1989; see also Stainton, p. 238) and by using terms learned on museum tours (Eversmann, p. 148).
Thus, non-specialist artwork viewing and interpretation can be seen as a developmental progression of increasing art knowledge and interpretive skill. Three levels are identified from art museum visitor studies:

- **Level I** involves describing, listing, enumerating, and naming objects and their parts, but in a relatively unorganized and self-centered fashion, with a focus on concretely observed characteristics of the objects and the use of personal reactions and associations.

- **Level II** involves classifying and contextualizing artworks by comparing them to remembered (or nearby) art objects along dimensions such as styles, dates, and original and historical settings and functions. This level requires additional contextual information about artworks at hand and related artworks and increasing knowledge of art vocabulary.

- **Level III** involves evaluating, explaining, and synthesizing the many strands of visual, personal, comparative, and contextual information in order to create personally understandable and satisfying interpretations of artworks at a relatively high level of integrative skill.

The outcome of this three-step process of meaning-making is for viewers to relate artworks to their own lives and experiences and to place them in their larger understanding of art and human culture.

### 4.2 Relations to the iconographic theory of art object and image indexing

Types of Level I viewer responses reported in art museum visitor studies and their resulting models of information use correspond to the pre-iconographic level of artwork description in the theoretical approach to subject analysis and meaning-making proposed by art historian Erwin Panofsky (Panofsky, 1955). The logical adaptation of Panofsky’s iconographic analytic approach by LIS theorists, first suggested by Markey (1983, 1986) and later refined by Shatford (Shatford, 1986), has formed the basis of now widely accepted principles of subject analysis for the indexing of art and cultural objects and images for museum documentation and LIS visual resources practice more generally. It is embedded in professional guidelines for subject analysis and

Panofsky’s Level I of meaning-making entails listing and describing primary or natural subject matter, that is, depicted “everyday” generic objects, events, people, and simple emotional states as a first step in decoding artworks (for example, *nude man, battle, city*). Panofsky’s Level II iconographic analysis requires further identifying these simple depictions as named or specific people, objects, or events, and linking them to conventional themes and stories in art (for example, *Hercules, Battle of Anghiari, Nineveh*). Finally, the iconological analysis at Level III describes the deeper meanings that these depictions, themes, and stories have in the contexts of particular artwork’s creation and culture. The latter two levels require increasing art vocabulary familiarity and analytic expertise.

Thus the empirical evidence from art museum visitor studies supports the Panofskian model in general and tells us more about how inexperienced non-specialist art viewers begin to interpret and make sense from artworks. It is no surprise that non-specialist art image taggers generate terms primarily at Panofsky’s Level I. However, this does not mean that non-specialists want to limit themselves to retrieving either images or art information at this level. The implications of this for art museum viewer tagging are discussed in the next section.

5. Implications for Art Museum Tagging Motivations and Success

5.1 Searching utility of Level I terms

It has been assumed by LIS image retrieval researchers and theorists that non-art-specialists must search for simpler depicted elements (cast in this research as Panofsky’s Level I elements) because they will be, by definition, less familiar with Level II and III elements (Enser, 1995; Jørgensen, 2003; Markey, 1983; Shatford, 1986). There is, however, very little evidence in LIS image retrieval research that these generic elements are indeed what non-specialists search or browse for or that more common, everyday terms lead non-specialist searchers to what they want.

From the lists of terms collected in artwork tagging experiments, we know that volunteer artwork tagging supplies primarily Level I subject concepts and terms. But evidence from art museum visitor studies indicates that viewers in the presence of real artworks soon express a need for
Level II contextual information. Evidence from both aesthetic development models and art museum visitor studies indicate that non-art-specialist viewers, at least in their efforts to learn about art in general, do want to move beyond simple descriptions into a deeper array of artwork information. Novice art viewers in museums rapidly request synopses of basic information about artworks including fuller explanations of subjects and themes, contextual information about artworks’ historical and cultural origins, and explanations of the significance of the works. Of particular relevance here, by “subjects” viewers seem to mean the identification of named stories, characters, symbols, and the supply of contextual background information (Level II information), not the identification of things they can already see for themselves (Level I information).

Novice viewers do expect art museums, as the “authorized knowers” (Lisus and Ericson, 1999, pp. 201, 205) to provide contextual Level II information in accessible, non-technical ways, especially explained in accessible vocabularies. If viewers are searching for this type of information in an image or information retrieval system, the search is more complex that just querying for or perusing lists of depicted elements. Information-seeking even for non-art-specialists draws on all three levels of Panofsky’s system of description and interpretation and those levels delineated in art museum visitor studies.

Tagging of Level I elements does have great utility, of course. These more concrete terms may come into play when searching for known artworks or specific motifs and when tracing expressions of forms over a collection of artworks. Searchers of all levels of expertise may well want to retrieve artworks by Level I elements (indeed, this is typical for art historians searching on certain visual motifs at a pre-iconographic level). But searchers themselves must then make the connections to more complex meanings constructed from these Level I elements.

5.2 Vocabularies

Tagging of visual elements does not assuage the “vocabulary problem” of non-specialists in the end. Level I terms do not necessarily create meaningful bridges between visual elements and deeper meanings in artworks as expressed in symbolic or expressive combinations of depicted elements. Tagging does not help non-specialist viewers with art historical and foreign language terms (or national, ethnic, or tribal terminologies) that do need to be understood in order to help them to develop understandings of art with new contextual information at Levels II and III.
There is some evidence that non-specialists do resent “artspeak,” especially in curatorial discussions of contemporary art. Indeed, there seems to be an assumption about an “elitism” surrounding art terminology which is reflected in non-specialist museum visitor attitudes. But visitors overcome their fear of unfamiliar terminology by using techniques like text echo and reusing terms heard on tours. Frustration with art terms used in museum texts is more in response to a lack of explanations or definitions, the overuse of these terms, and inconsistencies in the use of these terms over different museum texts.

The point for museums in this effort must be to increase access to and understanding of art images and information not only by providing Level I descriptions, but also by increasing the accessibility to authoritative information expressed in specialized vocabularies. Specialist terms do capture concepts of art that—while they need clear definitions and explanations (preferably illustrated)—are part of learning about art. In sum, tagging as simply identifying generic visual content does not further broader understanding, except as a first step in getting viewers to really look at artworks carefully and begin a descriptive and further information-seeking process.

5.3 Viewers as taggers: Implications for quality, consistency, and coverage of tags

If taggers are keywording with primarily Level I terms as instructed, this raises some overall concerns about the depth and coverage of user-supplied descriptions, particularly when we consider where non-specialist viewers are on a developmental scale of art viewing and description skills. Inexperienced viewers are aware and state that they lack of art knowledge and vocabulary. Viewers will also supply common words because they lack experience in describing artworks. That there was a “surprising amount of consistency in the terms that were assigned to works in the groups Image Alone and Image with Caption” in the Metropolitan Museum experiments (Trant, 2006, p. 94) is probably not surprising. It reflects novice viewers naming commonly perceived aspects.

This lack of knowledge also suggests the possibility for imprecision, error, and uncertainty, not to mention variations in specificity and granularity, in their term selection for several reasons. As taggers they may choose “easier” works to tag since more approachable and understandable works are what inexperienced art museum visitors say they prefer to view when they visit. Inexperienced viewers prefer pictorial realism in artwork styles and find contemporary and abstract art more difficult to understand and comment on. An avoidance of tagging more
difficult—particularly abstract—works may result in uneven keywording coverage of works in a collection. Even if taggers are “required” to tag given images they may provide thinner and possibly more general-level tags to works with unfamiliar styles or depicted elements from distant cultures or eras. This was evidenced in the Metropolitan Museum’s experience of taggers who assigned fewer terms and a higher percentage of invalid terms to works such as a “non-representational Arabic manuscript page” and a work of “unfamiliar African sculpture with challenging iconography” (Trant, 2006, pp. 94, 100).

Also not surprising is the taggers’ tendency to provide fewer tags and more invalid tags when given the category prompts to group their tags (Trant, 2006, pp. 94, 99). This indicates that they are unsure about the definitions and scope of broader art concept categories, in addition to specific descriptive vocabularies. Bar-Ilan and colleagues found a related confusion among taggers who, for example, entered the same term Torah in both General Themes and Symbols categories in a project tagging a collection of Israeli and Jewish cultural heritage images (Bar-Ilan, Shoham, Idan, Miller, and Shachak, 2006, section 3). This parallels the evident ambiguous interpretation of the notion of “subjects” as a broad category of information for art museum visitors who consider subjects to fall into a range of categories including pictured stories and abstract themes, symbols, and original functions of art objects.

6. Conclusion

Art museum visitor studies tell us about the concepts and vocabularies that non-art-specialist viewers use when they react to and begin to describe artworks in words. This evidence helps us to gauge the potential effectiveness of non-specialist concepts and vocabularies in tagging artworks. Artwork tagging as an viewer-engaging activity fits well with a developmental Level I knowledge base and information behaviors of describing, listing, enumerating, and naming objects. However, non-specialist viewer preferences (for example, for more realistic artworks) and their relatively undeveloped skills of verbalizing about art are likely to have an impact on the quality, consistency, and coverage of the keywording they provide.

Tagging has the potential of increasing access to artwork images and records dramatically for searchers of all levels of expertise. For non-art-specialists it will increase conceptual access to ideas on their initial level of understanding, and it will expand artwork descriptions in their terminology. Access to the ideas of their peers in the language of their peers (and reassurance
that they are thinking along the same lines when they see similar terms in their own “vernacular”) is important to non-specialist viewers—witness the marked preference for visiting art museums with others. But this is not the same thing as a simplified access to authoritative museum information, some of which is cast, inevitably, in new terminology to be learned. Subjects, themes, and concepts are embedded in art historical (and foreign language) terms that need to be defined and explained in terms non-specialists can understand.

Overcoming the semantic gap between art historical terminology used in current museum descriptions and what non-specialists can understand needs to be addressed in ways other than tagging. We know from art museum visitor studies at that non-specialist information seekers want more complex contextual information beyond the identification of visually obvious things. It is in this area that the following suggestion for new research on artwork tagging is made:

Tagging projects are very useful for the rich fund of verbal data from non-specialist art viewers they provide. How can art museum educators be involved in the analysis and use of these terms to increase non-specialist access to art concepts and terminology? Because of their familiarity with both novice art viewers and the artworks themselves (particularly in their own collections), art educators could suggest ways and vocabularies to build the needed bridges between Level I terms and Level II and III concepts. In what ways can simpler descriptions be used to lead in to more complex themes, stories, and specialized vocabularies?

For now, care needs to be taken by art museums to be clear—to themselves and to their visitors—about their motives in inviting viewers to provide basic-level descriptions and keywording. One museum goal is to populate retrieval systems with access points and to serve searchers of all levels of expertise who are interested in finding depicted elements in artworks in simple terminology. However, we have much to learn about non-specialist art viewers and what they consider the most useful subject vocabularies and access points to art images and information and, indeed, about what non-specialists even consider to be “subjects” of artworks.

Another goal of art museum tagging is to encourage viewers to engage in detailed visual examination and verbal description of artworks, a necessary first step in learning about art. Teaching viewers how to look carefully at artworks and to express themselves about art serves art museums’ central function as educational institutions. However, confusion of this pedagogical goal with the generation of keywords for populating systems should not inadvertently encourage
non-specialist volunteer taggers to interpret their keywording activity as somehow what art viewing and meaning-making is all about: simply enumerating and listing what they see. Museums need to create ways of encouraging non-specialist viewer participation beyond eliciting this type of simple listing response by developing tools (for example, collaborative annotation systems) to elicit and support deeper levels of personal interpretation, learning, and discussion.
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